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A smooth latin lightrock sound with roots in barrio music.Also a r&b flavor. 16 MP3 Songs LATIN: Latin

Pop, EASY LISTENING: Soft Rock Details: Nathan's music is a variety of ideas put into motion without

thinking sometimes. His ability to write and arrange songs is his strongest feature.This is without a doubt

very difficult to your average person. With a passion for the arts Nathan began writing songs around 1987

and didn't realize at that time he would become a song writer or musician,he only followed his instincts.

Most of his early writings were letters of love,pain&discovery,though through the years as he began to

grow mentally he would start to write about world issues. But as always he returns to the basics of

relationships. He has never tried to be or act like any other person of fame (something that is common in

showbiz). Because of this people sometimes cant relate to his music not because of the words but

because of the fact that people in general are drawn to what there used to hearing. This is good because

it is what keeps him original sounding and over the years is becoming more and more familiar to the

people. Nathan plays the bass,drums,keyboards and guitar on most of his recordings to get the sound he

is looking for without relying to much on other people. The majority of his recordings come out of his

home studio. When the world is evolving at an alarming rate he stays humble and sticks to his beliefs that

nothing lasts forever and we should all try to find happiness for the sake of our soul. Completing his

songs takes him to that level and hopes it can do the same for you. So sit back and enjoy the music or

get up and get down either way have a good time that's an order! Thanks and love,spread the peace and

pay it forward.
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